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Multiple electron stripping of 3.4 MeV Õamu Kr 7¿ and Xe11¿ in nitrogen
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Use of heavy ions beams with;10 MeV/amu mass;200, and average charge state of 11 has been
proposed as a driver for heavy ion fusion. Stripping of the ion beam by background gas can lead to
an increase in the space charge density of the beam, which may make focusing the intense ion beam
onto small targets more complex. Knowledge of the electron loss cross sections is essential to
understand and address the problem. Currently, there are no 10 MeV/amu mass5200, charge
state51 beams available, and the theories that calculate electron loss cross sections can be
experimentally tested only by using available beams of somewhat lower energy and higher initial
charge state. The charge state distribution of ions produced in single collisions of 3.4 MeV/amu
Kr71 and 3.4 MeV/amu Xe111 in N2 have been measured at the Texas A&M Cyclotron Institute
using a windowless gas cell. The charge states of the outgoing ions are determined by magnetic
analysis using a position-sensitive microchannel-plate detector. The cross sections for single and
multiple electron loss are determined, and the results indicate that substantial multiple-electron loss
occurs. The relative cross section for loss ofi 11 electrons is 0.3–0.7 times that fori electron loss.
The average number of electrons removed per one collision~sum of the electron-weighted cross
sections normalized to the total cross section! is 1.86 for Kr and 1.97 for Xe. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1365408#
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One of the approaches presently being explored a
route to practical fusion energy uses heavy ion beams
cused upon an indirect drive target to produce x rays, wh
then drive the compression of a deuterium–tritium pelle1

Some of the more prominent baseline designs currently
ing proposed for such reactors envision propagating a b
of singly charged positive ions of a relatively heavy eleme
such as xenon or krypton, across a distance of several m
between the final focus magnet system and the target in
center of the target chamber. The target chamber gas de
would probably be composed primarily of the vapor from
liquid wall such as FLIBE, a salt of fluorine, lithium, an
berylium. The density of beryllium difluoride vapor in on
such reference design, HYLIFE-II, is 531013 cm23.2 Ion-
ization of this medium would supply space-charg
neutralizing electrons to compensate partially the spa
charge force of the positive ion beam, which wou
otherwise cause the beam spot size to expand, decreasin
focusability. This medium would also remove addition
electrons from the ion beam through impact ionization, th
raising the average charge state of the beam. This can
crease the beam spot size, since the deflection of ions in
residual space-charge fields is proportional to their cha
state.

It is thus important in planning possible operating r
gimes for heavy-ion-driven fusion reactors to assess the

a!Electronic mail: dmueller@pppl.gov
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at which the charge state of an incident beam evolves w
passing through a background gas. It is important, in part
lar, to assess whether multielectron-loss events, event
which a beam ion loses more than one electron in a sin
ionization event, are major contributors to the charge s
evolution and dispersion of the beam. Experiments carr
out in the early 1980s to assess the atomic neutraliza
efficiency of beams of negative ions ranging in mass fr
lithium to silicon found that a substantial fraction of the tim
more than one electron was lost in a single collision3 at beam
energies in the range of 2–7 MeV. It has been sugges4

that this might be a ubiquitous phenomenon that would
prominent in the regimes of interest to heavy ion fusion.
the beam energies of 20–40 MeV/amu2 planned for heavy
ion driver beams, many of the electrons carried by the be
ions will have translational kinetic energies greater than th
binding energies, with the result that electrons from she
other than the outermost can be removed, leading to Au
cascades.

The experiments described in this paper are intende
appraise the magnitude of multielectron loss events in
gimes approaching, although not exactly duplicating, th
anticipated for heavy ion fusion drivers. The gas used
simulate the medium in the fusion target chamber is mole
lar nitrogen, whose average atomic number is reasona
close to that of beryllium difluoride. Ideally, one would lik
to use beams of singly charged xenon and krypton at e
gies of 20 MeV/amu. Such beams are not presently availa
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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from accelerators. The experiments reported here have
stead used Kr71 and Xe111 at 3.4 MeV/amu. If
multielectron-loss events play a prominent role for the
beams, in which the electron cloud is held more tightly th
would be the case with the singly charged incident be
actually planned for a heavy ion driver, then it can be
ferred that multielectron-loss events will also be significa
for the actual driver beams. This information will be use
in the design of heavy ion fusion reactor options, since it w
provide a guide to how much emphasis needs to be pla
upon the implementation of approaches to improve
space-charge neutralization of the beam.

Beams of 3.4 MeV/amu Kr71 and Xe111, extracted from
the Texas A&M K500 superconducting cyclotron, were d
rected through a 22° deflection magnet located 10 m in fr
of the target chamber. The beam was collimated by th
1-mm-diam apertures followed by a 2-mm-diam collima
before entering a differentially pumped gas cell. The gas
of effective length 0.019 m was filled with N2 to pressures
from 1 to 96 mTorr, as measured by a capacitance man
eter, and maintained by an automatic fill valve to about60.3
mTorr accuracy. The background pressures in the beam
and target chamber were monitored with ion gauges
ranged between 1.5 and 5.031026 Torr, depending upon
target cell pressure and vacuum history. After exiting the
cell, the beam passed through another magnet to dispers
charge states and on to a position-sensitive microcha
plate detector. Data were taken with no flow in the gas ce
take into account stripping of the beam in the backgrou
gas. In order to avoid rate-dependent gain changes and
traneous peaks due to pulse pile-up, the beam intensity
keep below 1500 counts/s. The charge distributions w
counted until the statistics in the four-electron loss pe
were better than 2%.

Figure 1 shows the charge state distributions for incid
beams of 3.4 MeV/amu Kr71 and Xe111 taken with gas cell
pressures of 4 mTorr. It is clear from inspecting these p
that multiple electron loss collisions are important. In t
case of Kr, 3.6% of the initial beam is stripped of only o
electron, and 1.3% is stripped of two electrons. For Xe,
corresponding numbers are 2.6% and 0.8%. These high
of two-electron loss relative to one-electron loss cannot
explained by multiple, single-electron-loss collisions.

The data have been analyzed to determine the cross
tions for multiple electron loss collisions in a thin targ
approximation~that is assuming no second collisions!. The
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intensity of the incident beam having chargen (I 0) is taken
as the sum of all the observed charge states. Since the h
charge states~.n17 for Kr and.n111 for Xe! were out-
side the spatial limits of the position-sensitive detector, t
procedure slightly underestimates the total incident intens
by less than about 1%. The intensity of charge staten falls
linearly along the length of the stripping cell so that t
average intensity of charge staten across the stripping cell is
the average of the initial intensity and the observed inten
of charge staten at the detector.

The intensity (I n1 i) of charge staten1 i is related to the
cross section (s i) in m2/atom for strippingi electrons from
charge staten, the cell pressure (P) in mTorr, and the beam
intensity I 0 by

I n1 i56.4331019Pls i~ I 01I n!/2, ~1!

where l is the effective stripping cell length inm, I n is the
intensity of charge staten exiting the cell, and (I 01I n)/2 is
the average intensity of the initial charge staten along the
length of the cell. The measured intensity ofI n1 i for each
pressure was corrected for stripping in the beam line by tr
ing the no-flow case as a background level and subtrac
the no-gas-flow value ofI n1 i weighted by the ratioI 0 at
pressureP divided by I 0 with no gas flow. This subtraction

FIG. 1. Charge distributions for 3.4 MeV/amu beams of~a! Kr71 and ~b!
Xe111 showing the number of detected ions as a function of position al
the detector with a N2 pressure of 4 mTorr in the gas cell.
TABLE I. Cross sections for one through seven electron loss for 3.4 Mev/amu Kr71 in N2 .

Electrons lost Experimentals 10220 m2 PWBA s Classicals Gryzinski s

1 0.44 0.41 0.72 0.54
2 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.249
3 0.090 0.16 0.11 0.114
4 0.046 0.093 0.045 0.0521
5 0.022 0.040 0.013 0.0239
6 0.012 0.013 0.003 0.0109
7 0.0058 0.0040 0.000 61 0.0050

Gross( i is i 1.47 1.9 1.7 1.8
Average charge 1.86 2.1 1.6 1.8
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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is justified since the target chamber pressure changes
than610% for cell pressures below 8 mTorr and the be
line pressure does not change at all. Table I givess i for
Kr71. The uncertainty ins i of 15% is due mainly to the
uncertainty inl , the relative error ins i is ;2%.

Figures 2 and 3 show the electron loss cross sections
Kr and Xe obtained using the data for pressures<8 mTorr.
The Kr cross sections for two through seven electron l
derived from the data at a single pressure are shown ve
pressure in Fig. 4. If electron loss due to multiple collisio
were important, the effective cross section would increas
P2 for double collisions and asP3 for triple collisions. The
data show that this is clearly not the case.

Two methods traditionally have been employed for c
culations of ionization cross sections of collisions betwe
high-energy atoms and ions. The classical trajectory met
originated from classical works of Bohr5 and is based on a
classical description of electron motion and interaction w
the projectile. The second approach is based on quan
mechanical calculations in the Born approximation of sc
tering amplitude. This method is based on Bethe’s clas
article.6 A third method using a model by Gryzinski7 can
also be compared. The application of the first two meth
depends on the magnitude of the potential acting on the e
tron by the field of the projectile atom or ion. If the change
action S(r)5*2`

` V(r,t)dt after the interaction with the
electron is large compared with Planck’s constant\, the qua-
siclassical approach may be used. In the opposite case

FIG. 2. Average cross sections for electron loss from 3.4 MeV/amu Kr71 in
N2 per one nitrogen atom determined from the data taken at cell press
<8 mTorr.

FIG. 3. Average cross sections for electron loss from 3.4 MeV/amu Xe111

in N2 per one nitrogen atom determined from the data taken at cell press
<8 mTorr.
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Born approximation may be valid.8 For an atom of nuclear
chargeZ, moving with velocityv, and zero impact paramete
(r50) S(0) 2Zaz /v, whereaz is the screening radius of th
atom. For the parameters of this experimentS(0)\, so nei-
ther of the approximations discussed previously is stric
valid. To assess the cross sections we performed the ca
lations in both of the limiting cases. Details of the calcu
tions will be presented in a separate paper.9

The quantum mechanical calculations are carried out
ing a plane wave Born approximation~PWBA!.10 The cross
section for ionization of an electron on orbitalnl is given
by11

snl5
8pe4

v2\2 E0

`E
qmin

qmax
P~e,q!~Z2F~q!!dq de, ~2!

where F(q) is the projectile’s atomic form factor, an
P(e,q)5u^c(e)uexp(iqr )ucnl&u2 is the ionization form factor
of the target ion. The form factors are calculated using
Thomas–Fermi–Dirac~TFD! method described in Ref. 12
and the ionization potentials of the ion are taken from R
13. They are well reproduced with the TFD method, so
ion structure is calculated by use of the TFD method as w

The cross sections in the classical approach are ca
lated by integrating over all impact parameters where e
tron removal is possible. Because the cross sections for
ization of individual electrons in each orbital are calculate
the multiple-electron events can be calculated statistic
assuming that the ionization of different electrons
independent.9 The results for the Kr case are collected
Table I. The same data are plotted in Fig. 2, where the d
point at zero corresponds to the gross cross section.

The cross sections characterizing the ionization of
incident projectile in a collision with a target atom can
performed using the binary encounter model of Gryzinsk7

Excellent descriptions of this model can be found in Refs.
and 15. The ability of this model to reproduce empiric
ionization cross sections for beam–target interactions sim
to those examined here has been demonstrated.16 The cross
sectionsnlfor the ionization of electronnl in an incident ion
can be expressed as

FIG. 4. Cross sections determined for the loss of two through seven e
trons as a function of pressure for Kr71. Note that below about 10 mTorr
the data are insensitive to pressure, the thin-cell approximation is justi
and single collisions are the dominant process.
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snl54pa
O

2
Ry2

I nl
2 ~ Z̄t

21Zt!G@V#. ~3!

In this expression, Ry513.6 eV,a050.53310210 m, Z̄t is
the effective screened nuclear charge of the target atom
experienced by electronnl, I nl is its ionization potential, and
G@V# is a velocity-matching function of the scaled veloci
V[v/vnl , wherev is the projectile velocity andvnl is the
orbital velocity of the electron to be ionized. The total io
ization cross section for the incident ion is the sum of
cross sections for the ionization of the individual electron

Probabilities for multiple ionization can be formulate
by extending the treatment of Kessel17 to more complex ions
such as those considered here in the Gryzinski method
general, the probabilityP of an ionization event is related t
the cross sections characterizing the ionization and the im
pact parameterb of the collision producing the ionization b

P'
s

pb2
. ~4!

This expression can be used to estimate a gross ioniza
probability that can be used to approximate multiple ioni
tion probabilities and cross sections. While single ionizat
would occur with the above probabilityP, ionization of m
electrons in a single collision can be considered to oc
with probability of Pm.

As evident from Table I and Figs. 2 and 3, the predic
cross sections reproduce the main trends in behavior of
experimental results, but they differ from each other and
experimental results by factor of 2 or more. Moreover,
PWBA agrees best with experiment among these mod
Recent calculations done by Olson18 are for much higher
beam energies~ 20 MeV/amu! than is the case for the prese
results and so are not directly comparable. For better ag
ment more refined calculations are needed, as well as
with different energies and charge states to check the sca
of the models over a wider range.

These experiments have shown that, for beams with
rameters approaching those likely to be used for heavy
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fusion drivers, multielectron-loss events are very import
factors in the charge state evolution of the beam. This s
gests that it will be important to ensure that an adequ
means of space-charge neutralization is provided. Th
measurements have also provided benchmarking valida
of modeling techniques, which should allow the modeling
be refined and used.
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